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by befriending another crippled human being he
unhappily meets i man so twisted by his own
suffering and resentment that he cannot respond
Some find in Aston a moving imago of the mj-stic
and artist in man whose creative insight li
destroyed by an imperceptive and mechanical
society The film is excellent
A Slwht 4c?te    Wfil    M
A short play allows an elderly couple haunted
by a match seller who stands speechless at their
gate Eventually the wife tikes hun into the
home instead of the husband Possibly the silent
match seller represents the unconscious desires of
the wife and the anxieties of the husband
1961    M
This compassionate and realistic brief piay
shows the clerk Ubert to ing one night to escape
ftorn the retarding domination of his nigging and
self righteous mother After threatening her
violently he finally finds himself in the room of a
prostitute who proves equally peevish and would
be genteel It is doubtful whether Albert s violent
gestures have won him any independence
The Collection    1S62    M
In an assured comedy of manners Pinter makes
authentic use of mystification
Did Stella m fact sleep with a sti anger Bill in
Leeds? She tells Tames her husband that he
did so but during the course of the friendship that
develops between the two men Bill ghes three
contradictory accounts of what is supposed to have
occurred while Harrv an older man who has
given Bill a home becomes increasingly jealous of
James
Ironically Stella s story told perhaps to pique
her husband impels him away from her to male
societj and the changing of partners has the
eleganb formality and economy of a dance move
ment
Pmtenan violence ib here only lightly indicated
The Loter    IQGa    M
An arresting short play shows the husband
(Alan Bade!) and the wife (Vivien Merchant) first
as affectionate but distant partners and then
with provocative change of clothes as erotic lovers
The performance of symbolic rdles including
dressing up in fetish garments had already been
used by Genet Pinter cleverly adapts the device
to discriminate between the apparently mcom
patible strands in the marriage relationship a
distinction analogous to that between Aphrodite
Urarda and Aphrodite Pandemus
TJie Homecomvno    1905    M
Teddy (Michael Bryant) i Doctor of Philosophy
in an American University brings his wife Euth
(Vivien Merchant) on a surprise visit to his former
home in North London where Max (Paul Rogers)
his widowed father still lives with his two younger
sons Lenny and Joey It is gradually k\ ealed
that Buth before hei marriage had been a
model and the family decide to keep her a<*
their common mistress while Lenny a pimp
arranges that she shall earn her keep as a prosti
tute The plot is underlined by Lenny s bragging
anecdotes of sexual brutality—a counterpart to
the more undifferentiated violence of the earlier
plays
Because this is all presented with clinical
detachment the audience is Induced to suspend
emotion Only at the last moment is this cool
acceptance shattered by an outburst of human
feeling when Max aged 70 crawls sobbing to
Rath asking to be kissed and the audience is
stocked into feeling the degradation involved
On the surface the pJay is a disillusioned glance
at life It would be ridiculous to maintain that
what we know merits reverence, says Lenny
It may also be interpreted as a fantasy of sexual
gratification which in a dream, state escapes the
taboo of ethical and humane feeling and can be
Indulged in without demur The use of some
accepted sex symbols and the slow and trance like
acting especially that of Ruth is dream like in
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its effect and the final shock of degradation w
analogous to waking up and reahoing what the
dream has implied
it is possible also to see in Teddy an acquiescent
Hamlet He returns home from a foreign uni
versity to find marital infidelity for it is disclosed
that his mother had been unfaithful with an uncle
figure Kuth is the counterpart of Ophelia who
was bidden by Hamlet Get thee to a nun
nery —(an Elizabethan cant term for brothel)
Teddy is like Hamlet also in that he prefers to
operate on tilings and not in things
The Homecoming is professionally brilliant but
it lacks the depth of reference and emotional
power of Pinter s earlier plays
Landscape and Silence    I960    M
Beckett s influence is apparent in two short
plays where inconclusive words and action are
pared to the bone and whose theme is personal
isolation Both recall ktodp s Last Tape in
then- repetitive memones of past love
Landscape originally broadcast is set m the
kitchen of a country house where the middle aged
caretaker appears to be telling his wife (Peggy
A^heroft) of the days commonplace events and
recalls an infidelity She absorbed in dreaming
of a tender encounter on the sea shore—possible
with hun when younger—ignores him
Silence is even more spare and brief although it
took Pinter longei to write than any other play
Ellen sits between two men Both have loved
her m vain although she has all but forgotten
them They are almost immobile their only
speech interlacing fragmentary memones of love
These are redolent of the countr j mostly nt night
fall The men are faintly characterised Bates
the younger remembers the market a brothel
Eumsey lite own house Setting is discarded in
favour of three areas In comparison with
Xrawr> s La^t Taw Silence is like three simul
taneous and hesitant tape recordings running m
a void
The Tea Party and The Basement    1970
Two plays originally seen on television were
perfectly suited to the medium of film since both
rmke swift transitions from objective happenings
to subjective fantasies They were however
translated as faithfully as possible to the stage
Both involve the theme of encroachment oe
personal territory
The Basement written first is like a chic version
of TJie Caretaker A fastidious bachelor Law
(Donald Pleasence) welcomes to his flat an old
friend Stott who brings his girl friend Both
promptly take possession even of the host s bed
Law alternates between friendly chat and sup
pressed fantasies such as romantic seduction of
the girl and violent duelling with Stott The
play suddenly concludes with r61es reversed Law
being the visitor demanding admittance
The Tea Party centres on Djsson a middle
aged plumbing tycoon Just before his marriage
to a young woman socially his superior he en
gages a new secretary Wendy (Vivien Merchant)
teaslngly seductive with whom he is soon m
fatuated His confusion increases when his
patronising wife comes to the office as his secre
tary and when he suspects an incestuous liaison
between her and her parasite brother
Since wife secretary and even he as husband
have each a curious distorted double Disson s
vision not surprisingly becomes confused A
single table tennis ball appears to him as two and
he can only touch Wendy when blindfolded
Hia hysterical blindness culminates at an office
tea party in complete loss of sight
Poor Disson had from the outset been blind to
his social position and his sexual needs
Both hi certain incidents and in the protagon
1st s paranoia the play has echoes of The Birthday
Party but now all on a fashionable level
Terence Kattigan (b 1911)
Battigan with his flair for light comedy	is an
expert in the well made play    His later	more
serious work includes The Deep Blue Sea	1952
and Ross 1962 about T B Lawrence

